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EVOLUTION SYSTEM APPROXIMATIONS OF

SOLUTIONS TO CLOSED LINEAR OPERATOR EQUATIONS

BY

SEATON D. PURDOMÍ.1)

ABSTRACT. With S a linearly ordered set with the least upper bound prop-

erty, with g a nonincreasing real-valued function on S, and with A a densely

denned dissipative linear operator, an evolution system M is developed to solve

the modified Stieljes integral equation M(s, i)x = x + A((L)[sdgM(-, t)x).  An

affine version of this equation is also considered.  Under the hypothesis that the

evolufion system associated with the linear equation is strongly (resp. weakly)

asymptotically convergent, an evolution system is used to approximate strongly

(resp. weakly) solutions to the closed operator equation Ay = - z.

Introduction. If X is a Banach space, if A is a linear function from D(A) in

X to X, and if g is a function from the real numbers, R, to R which is of bounded

variation on each finite interval of R, then the integral equation

(1) M(t, 0)x = x + f°dgAM(; 0)x

permits a highly detaUed theory. In case A is continuous, the theory for the mod-

ified Stieljes integral equation

(2) M(t, 0)x=x + (R)f dgAM(; 0)x

is subsumed by MacNerney in [5]. In case A is continuous and each of

(I ~ (s(s~) ~ ¿K5))-^)-1 and Q - (g(s) ~g(s+))A)~x exists for each s in R, much

of the theory for

(3) M(t, 0)x = x + (L)ft°dgAM(; 0)x

is subsumed by results due to Herod in [4].  If A is dissipative, linear, and has

dense domain, and if g = -/, then equations (1), (2), and (3) are equivalent and

the theory has been developed in great detaU. Yosida in [9] gives a thorough ac-

count. In §11 here, under the hypotheses that A is linear, dissipative, and densely

defined, and that g is nonincreasing, the theory for equation (3), and for an affine

version of (3), is offered.
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The motivation for the development of the detailed theory of §11 is the

getting in §111 of an iterative process to solve the equation

(4) Ay = z

for y. In [1], Browder and Petryshyn consider the related equation

(5) y - Ty = z.

Under the hypotheses that F is a continuous linear operator from X to X and that

lim„_>0o7,',x exists for each x in X, it is established in [1] that if 2 is in the range

of (/ - T), then the iterative process xn + x = z + Txn converges to a solution y

of (5). Contained in [2] is a weak convergence version of [1].« In [8], Martin gen-

eralizes the Browder-Petryshyn paper to solve (4) with A continuous, using the

product integral techniques of MacNemey [5]. What is offered in §111 is a gener-

alization of Martin's results to the present setting in which A is linear, dissipative,

and densely defined. Strongly and weakly convergent iterative processes for (4)

are discussed. Also, a test is given to determine whether z in (4) is in the range

of A.

I. Notation and preliminary computations

Notation . Let X be a Banach space with norm I • I. The norm of a con-

tinuous linear transformation B from X to X is also denoted by IFI, i.e., \B\ =

sup{l5xl: x is in X and Ixl = 1}. If A is a linear function from a subset D(A)

of X to X, then A is said to be m-dissipative only in case for each X > 0,

(i) (/ - XA)~X exists and has domain all of X, and

(ii) I(/-X^)_1I<1.

Henceforth, A will always denote a m-dissipative linear function from D(A) in X

to X such that D(A) is dense in X.

In what follows, elements from {(/ -XA)~X: X > 0} appear frequently. As

in Yosida [9], the notational convention Jn= (I - n~xA)~x, each n > 0, is made.

The Hille-Yosida Theorem gives that, for t > 0, exp(tA) exists, is nonexpansive,

and has many other well-known properties.  Results along the same lines using

continued products form the first part of the discussion which follows.

Henceforth, 5 denotes a linearly ordered set with the least upper bound pro-

perty; R, the real numbers; and g, a nondecreasing function from 5 to R. If F is

a function from D(F) in X to X, and if {r }^L0 is a sequence in 5, then

IÇL/CT - (girp)-g(rp_x))F)-x is defined inductively by

m

n«-(s(.rp)-g(rp-x))F)-x
p=i

= Q-(g(r¡)-g(rhx))F)-x    ft   U-(g(rp)-g)irp_x))F)-x
p=j+i
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with the agreement that llp=m +, (/ - (g(rp) - g(rp-l))F)~l = /. When the se-

quence {rp)™=0 is clear, n™=/(/ - dgpF)~~x is written in place of the more cum-

bersome IF1_•(/ - (g(rp) - g(rp-f))F)~x. If each of s and t is in S with s> t,

and if x is in A", then by SH*(I - dgF)~xx, one means the limit, in the sense of

successive refinements of subdivisions {rp)m-0 of {s, t), of estimates

n™=1 (/ - dgpF)~lx. In case H is a function from S to AT, (L)J¡dgFH(-) refers

to the limit, in the sense of successive refinements, of estimates Z^dgpFH(r__,);

and (R)f¡dgFH(-), of estimates ?™=xdgpFH(rp).

Preliminary computations. Three observations needed in Yosida's develop-

ment of exp(tA) are useful here.

Lemma 0.1. Suppose that B is a continuous linear transformation from X

to X.   These are equivalent:

(i) For each \>0,(I-\B)~x exists, has domain aU of X, and l(/ - Aß)-1 Kl,

(ii) For each t > 0, lexp(r£)l < 1.

Lemma 0.2. For each x in X, \\mn_^00Jnx = x.

Lemma 0.3. If B is a linear function from D(B) in X to X, and if, for some

X > 0, (/ - \B)~X exists, has domain all of X, and is continuous, then B is closed.

Several computations which are needed frequently in the development of

n(/ - dgA)~x in the present case are now summarized in Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Suppose that x0 is in D(A),y is in X, n > 0, and {\)m=x is a

sequence of nonnegative numbers.   Then

(i) For each k = 1, 2, . . . , m, (I - \kAJn)~x exists, has domain all of X,

is continuous, and \(I - \kAJn)~x Kl,

(ii) For each k = 1, 2,..., m,

\(I-\AJnrxx0-(I-\kATxx0\ <\k\(J„ -I)Ax0\,

Im m / m      \
n (/-\Ajnyxx0-uq-m)_1*o < ( z h) ¡(jn-J)¿*0>.

fe=l fc=l \fc=l   /

and

(iv)

u (I-\kAJnyxy- u (I-\A)-Xy\
k=\ fc=l

<
X<ED

inf      2lx-^l+(f AfcW-/)¿xl .
D(A)I \k=l      I \

Proof. First, AJn = n(Jn -1) so AJn is continuous. Hence, exp(r^4/n) =

exp(tn(Jn -I)) = exp(-nt)exp(tnJn). Now
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lexp(r«J„)l =

and (i) follows from Lemma 0.1.

The identity

£ (k\)~x(nt)kJkn
fc=0

< exp(«0

(I-XkAJnyxx0 - (I-XkA)-xx0 = (/- XkAJnrx(I- XkA)-xXk(Jn -I)Ax0

gives (ii).

For differences of products, one has

n (/-xfc^„)-'x0- n (/-M)"1^
fc=i k=l

Eii(i-w n (i-\a)-xxq
;=l(fc=l fc=/+l

X-l rn \

k=l k=j

< 2 l(/ - XjAJ„)-xx0 -(I- XjAr'xJ,
x-i

and (iii) follows from the estimate in (ii).

The inequality of (iv) follows immediately from (iii).

II. Development of the product integrals.

The linear case. A linear realization of a nonlinear result due to Herod [4]

is the following, which will be generalized in this paper:

Theorem 2. Suppose that g is a nonincreasing function from S to R and

that B is a continuous, dissipative, affine transformation from X to X. If each of

s and t is in S with s> t, then

(i) M(s, t) = STV(I - dgB)~x exists,

(ii). // each, ofx and y is in X, then \M(s, t)x - M(s, t)y\ < Ix - vl,

(hi) Ifr is in Sand s>r>t, then M(s, r)M(r, t) = M(s, t),

(iv) If x is in X, then Af(-, Ox is the only function F which is of bounded

variation on each finite interval of 5 and which is a solution of the integral equa-

tion F(s) = x + (L)f¡dgBF(-).

Remark 2.1. In case B is linear in Theorem 2, it should be noted that the

convergence of the estimates to iilf(/ - dgB)~x is uniform in the following sense:

Let each of s and t be in 5 with s > t, and let each of e and c be positive.

There exists a subdivision {rp}"Q of {s, r}such that if x is in X with Ixl < c,
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and if {"„}?=<) is a refinement of {rp)p=0, then

U(i-dgB)-xx- n v-Qsivj-i&p-iWr1*
"k p=k+l

and

vk k

II    (/ - dgBYxx - JJ (I - ig(vp) -g(vp^))B)-xx
i p=i

<e

<e

for k — 0,1.m.

The computational results of §1, combined with Theorem 2, now lead to

the development of M(s, t)x = slV(I - dgA)~xx in the present case that A is Un-

ear, dissipative, and densely defined.

Theorem 3. Let A and g be as before. If each of s and t is in S with

s> t, then

(i) M(s, t)x = sn'(/ - dgA)~x exists for each x in X,

(ü) M(s, t) is a continuous linear function from X to X and \M(s, r)l< 1,

(iii) Ifr is in S and s > r > t, then M(s, r)M(r, t) = M(s, t),

(iv) Ifx0 is in D(A), then M(s, r)x0 is in D(A) and AM(s, r)x0 = M(s, t)Ax0,

(v) Ifx0 is in D(A), then M(s, t)x0 =x0 + (L)f¡dgAM(; t)x0,

(vi) Ifx is in X, then (L)fldgM(; t)x is in D(A), and M(s, t)x = x +

A((L)f¡dgM(;t)x),and

(vii) Ifx0 is in D(A2), then M(; t)x0 is the only function F(-) for which

AF(-) is of bounded variation on each finite interval of S and which is a solution

of the integral equation F(s) = x0 4- (L)f*sdgAF(-).

Indication of Proof. If x is in X, n > 0, and each of s and t is in S with

s> t, then Mn(s, t)x =-flt(I - dgAJn)~x exists by Theorem 2.  One shows that

amn-*<*Mn(s, t)x exists as follows:

If {rk)^=0 is a subdivision of {s, t) and x0 is in D(A), then

\Mn(s, t)x0 -Mm(s, t)x0\

MH<ß>t)Xo-n (I-dgkAJnrxx0
k=\

P

k = l
JJ (I-dgkAJnTxx0- n (I-dgkAJmrxxc

fc=l

+ JJ (I-dgkAJm)-xx0-Mm(s,t)Xi
k=l
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It follows that

„(s, 0*o -Mm(s, t)x0\< (/^ofe) (!(/„ -I)Ax0\ + \(Jm -I)Ax0\).IM,

Hence, lixnn^,„Mn(s, t)xQ exists for each x0 in D(A); and the limit is uniform

on bounded subsets of 5. Inequality (iv) of Lemma 1 now gives that

hm„_>ooAf/1(s, t)y exists for each y in X; and again the limit is uniform on bound-

ed subsets of 5. Henceforth, let M(s, t)x = \xmn^.taMn(s, t)x for each x in X.

Conditions (ii) and (iii) on M are inherited directly from the corresponding

conditions on the Mn. Also, if x is in X and x0 is in D(A), then

Mis, Ox- fi Q-dgkA)-xx
k=l

< \M(s, t)(x-x0)\ + \M(s, t)x0 -Mn(s, t)x0\

Mn(s, t)xQ-tl (I-dgkAJ„)~xx0
fc=i

ft (I-dgkAJnrxx0- n (I-dgkA)-xx0
k=l fc=l

n (i-dgkA)-x(x0-X)
fc=l

< Ix -x0l + \M(s, t)x0 -Mn(s, t)x0\

+ \Mn(s, t)x0 - u (I-dgkAJnTxx0
I fc=i

+ (ftsdg} \(Jn-I)Ax0\+ lx-x0l.

Since D(A) is dense in X, the representation in (i) holds. (A uniform condition

here is the subject of Corollary 3.2.) Condition (iv) on M follows immediately

since A is closed and

A UQ-dgkA)-xx0= u (I-dgkA)-xAx0.
fc=i fc=i

If x0 is in D(A), then
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\(L) f'dgMt, t)Ax0 -x0 -M(s, t)x0
j s

< (L) CdgMt t)Ax0 - (Df'dgMnt t)AJnx0\

+ \M(s,t)x0-Mn(s,t)x0\

(L)f'sdg(Mn(; t)-M(; t))AxQ   +  (L) J/gM^, t)(Jn - I)Ax0

+ \M(s,t)x0-M„(s, t)x0\

< (/' dg) sup {\Mn(z, t)Ax0 -M(z, t)Ax0\}
»   f      ' s<z<t

+ (Ísd^Jn -I)AX0\ +  (/>)l(/„ ~I)Ax0\.

Now

sup {\Mn(z, t)Ax0 -M(z, t)Ax0\}
s<z<t

<^)l21l~^°,+(-/'>)(/""/Msli-

Since A commutes with M on D(A), the integral equation of (v) is satisfied; (vi)

follows immediately since A is closed.

Finally, suppose that x0 is in D(A2). Since

AM(s, t)x0 = Ax0 + (L) CdgM(; t)A2xQ,
•/ s

AM(; 0*o 1S °f bounded variation on each finite interval of 5. If F is a function

from 5 to D(A) such that AF(-) is of bounded variation and such that the inte-

gral equation of (vii) is satisfied, then any subdivision {rp}p-0 of {s, 0 which

gives that

z
p=l

dgpAf(rp_x)-(L)frp    dgAf(-)

dg AM(rp_x, 0 - (L)fP    dgAM(; t)x0
rp-X

n

+ z
p=l

<e
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also gives that

\f(s) - M(s, t)x01 < \f(s) - M(s, r)x01

+ Z 0d- dgpA)(f(rp_f) -M(rp_x, r)x0)l}
p=i

- Wp-i) -M(rp_x, t)x0\

= Z {" Wp) -M(rp, t)x01 + 1(7- dgpA)(f(rp_x) - M(rp_x, t)x0)\)
p=i

< Z (\f(rp) ~f(rp-x) - dgpAf(tp_x)\

+ \M(rp, r)x0 -M(rp_x, r)x0 -dgpAM(rp_x, t)x0\)

(L)fP    dgAf()-dgpAf(rp_x)
rp-\

CrP

(L) J        dgAM(; t)x0 - dg AM(r__,, t)x0
J rP—\ r

<z
p=l

<e.

Hence,/(s) = M(s, t)x0.

From the preceding proof, one has the representation formula for M

Corollary 3.1. Ifx is in X, and if each of s and t is in S with s> t,

then

t
M(s, t)x = lim Mn(s, t)x = Um II (/ - dgAJn)~xx,

M-K» n-*°°s

uniformly on bounded subsets of S.

Remark 2.1, coupled with the proof that the representation (i) of Theorem

3 holds, gives

Corollary 3.2. If x is in X, and if each of s and t is in S with s> t, then

the limit M(s, t)x = snf(/ - dgA)~xx is uniform in the following sense:

If e >0, then there exists a subdivision {rp)p=0 of {s, t) such that if

{°p}p=o is a refinement of {rp)p=0, then

u (/ - dgA)-xx -   u   (/ - Qr0>p) -sOvi)^)-1*
vk p=fc + l

<e
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and
»k k+l

II    (/ - dgATxx - u (/ - (g(vp) -g(vp_x))A)-xx < e
s P=l

for k = 0,1.m.

A related integral equation is also satisfied.

Corollary 33. If x0 is in D(A), and if each of s and t is in S with s> t,

then

M(s, t)x0 =xQ+ (R)fsdgAM(s, •)*<)

Indication of Proof . Let {rp}p=0 be a subdivision of {s, t) and let x0

be inD(A). Since

m mf

JJ (I-dgA)-lx0 -x0 = Z dgj H (I-dgkA)-xAx0,
*=1 /=1 fc = l

Corollary 3.2 gives that M(s, t)xQ ~x0 = (R)ftsdgM(s, -)Ax0. Since A is closed,

M(s, t)x-x = A((R)¡ldgM(s, -)x) for eachx inX.

The example following indicates the need for a uniqueness condition as

cumbersome as (vü) of Theorem 3.

Example. Let X = {all continuous/: R —*R such that limx__aof(x) and

llmx^+eof(x) both exist}. If /is in X, let l/l = sup{l/(x)l: x G R). If

(M(s, t)f)(x) =f(x+s- t), and if

i

ifx<0,
i//(x) = {x cos (tt/x)   if 0 < x < 2,

ifx>2.

then there is a y in X such that Ay = dy/dx = uV. Now AM(-, 0)\}/ = M( ■ , 0)\¡/

and is of bounded variation on no interval of R.

In terms of the evolution system M, the uniqueness condition of Theorem

3 is not vague, for M is a collection of continuous operators and D(A2) is dense

inZ.

The affine case. With A as in Theorem 3 and z in X, let A + z be the affine

transformation defined by (A + z)x = Ax + z for each x in D(A). A few com-

putational results facüitate the development of the affine version of Theorem 3.

Lemma 4. Let A be as before; let ß > 0, n > 0, and {\k)kn=x be a sequence

of nonnegative numbers; let each of u and w be in D(A); and let x, y, and z be

inX.  Then

(i) (/ - ß(A + z)Txy = (I- ßAT1 (y + ßz),
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(/ - KA + z)Yxy - (I - ßA)~xy = ß(I - ßA)~xz,

(üi)

Ov)

\{(I-Xk(A+z))-xy
*=i

m m í   j )

= nQ-\A)-xy+z n(/-Mr1 y[.
k=i

n (/ - \(AJm + u))-xw -na- a*u+"))_iw
k=l k=l

(Z \t) </■ -OAvl + ( J>fc) '('« -OA»l.

(v) na- x*G4 + z))-!x -na- a*c¿ + .»or1*
k=l k=l

(l>)Iz-jpI.

Proof.

(/ - pX4 + z))(I - ßA)-xiy +ßz) = (I- ßA)(I - ßATxiy + ßz) -ßz=y,

giving (i). Statements (ii) and (iii) are immediate applications of (i). Statement

(iv) follows from (iii) and from Lemma 1. Finally, (v) follows from (iii) and the

fact that l(/ - XA)~X1 < 1 for each X > 0.

Estimates obtained in the development of II(/ - dgA)~x combined with the

above computations now give an affine version of Theorem 3.

Theorem 5. Let A and g be as before and let z be in X. If each of s and t

is in S with s> t, then

(i) W(z; s, 0* = sHf (/ - dg(A + z))~xx exists for each x in X,

(ii) W(z; s, t)is a continuous affine function from X to X such that if each

ofx and y is in X, then \W(z; s, t)x - W(z; s, t)y\ < be - y\,

(iii) // each ofx and y is in X, then

\W(z; s, t)x - W(y; s, 0*1 < \J*g dgj\z ~y\,

(iv) Ifr is in S and s>r>t, then W(z; s, r)W(z; r, t) = W(z; s, t),

(v) // each ofx and z is in X, then
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W(z; s, t)x = M(s, t)x + (R)/* dgM(s, -)z,

(vi) Ifx0 is in D(A) and z is in X, then

W(z; s, t)x0 = x0 + (L)fl dg(A + z) W(z; ; f)x0,

(vii) If each ofx and z is in X, then (L)¡ldgW(z; ; t)x is in D(A)and

W(z; s, t)x = x +A(iL)ft¡¡ dgW(z; ; r)x) + £ dgz,

73

(viü) If x is in D(A2) and z is in D(A), then W(z; ; t)x is the only func-

tion F() for which AF(-) is of bounded variation on each finite interval of S and

which solves the integral equation

F() = x + (L)fs dg(A + z)F(-).

Indication of Proof. If {rk}¡?L0 is a subdivision of {s, t), if each of x0

and z is in D(A), and if n is a positive integer, then

u (I-dgk(AJn +z))~xx0 - u (I~dgk(A +z)TxXi
k=l *=1

Hence,

m m

u (I-dgkAJ„rxxQ - Il (I-dgkA)-xx0
k=l k=l

mi/ / )

+ Z \ II (I - dgkAJnrx dg,z -Yl(I- dgkA)-» dgjz\
y=l (k=l k=l )

< (fl d8)KJ» ~I)AX0] + (U *)  l(Jn -J)Azl-

I U\l-dg(AJn +z))-»x0 - Il(I-dg(AJp +z)Txx0
\s S

<USÍ*)(I(/» -¡)Ax0\+ \(Jp -I)Ax0\)

+ (fl d^Jn -VAz] + % - OAz\);

so lim,,.^snf(/ - dg(AJ„ + z))~xxQ exists for each of x0 and z in D(A). By

(iv) of Lemma 4, lim„^„snf(/ - dg(AJn + z))~xx exists for x in X and z in

D(A); and, by (v) of Lemma 4, the limit exists for z in X and x in X. Let
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W(z; s, t)x = limn_teasTlt(I ~ dg(AJn + z)) xx. If each of x0 and z0 is in D(A),

and if

Wn(z; s, t)x = n (/ - dg(AJn + z)Txx,

then

W(z;s,t)x- Ü(I-dg(A+z))-xx
k=l

< \W(z; s, t)x - Wn(z; s, 0*1 + \W»(z; s, 0* - K(zo> s> 0*1

+ \Wn(z0;s, t)x - Wn(z0; s, 0*0!

m

Wn(z0;s, 0*o - n (I-dgk(AJn+z0))-xxQ\+

+

k=l

n (/ - dgk(AJn + z0))-xx0 -Il(f- dgkiA + z0)Yxx0
k=i k=l

n (/ - dgk(A + z0)Txx0 -U(f~ dgk(A + z0))-xx
k=l k=l

+ lx-x0l +

m m

n (/ - dgk(A + z0)Txx -YÍQ- dgk(A + z)Yxx
k=l k=l

\W(z; s, t)x - Wn(z; s, 0*1 + (f* dg^j \z-zQ\

m

Wn(z0;s, 0*o - n (I-dgk(AJn+z0))-xx0
k=l

+ \x-x0\ + (ftdg)\z-z0\.

Hence, the representation of W in (i) holds.

Properties (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from the corresponding proper-

ties of the approximating products. Property (iv) is inherited from the Wn.

Now, the fact that
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U(I-dgk(A+zTxx
k=l

m m / i x
= JJ Q - dgkATxx + Z dg,- (UV- dgkA)-xz)

k=l /=1        \fc=l /

together with CoroUary 3.2 gives that

W(z; s,t)x= M(s, t)x + (R)f dgM(s, -)z,

which is equation (v).

Now if each of x0 and z0 is in D(A), then AW(z0; s, t)x0 = W(Az0;s, t)Ax0.

As in Theorem 3, one can use {Wn)^=x to show that

W(z0; s, t)x0 =xQ + (L)f* dg(A + z)W(z0; ; r)x0.

Moreover, if z is in X, then A W(z; s, t)x0 = AM(s, t)x0 + M(s, t)z - z and is in-

tegrable. The fact that

\W(z; s, t)x0 - W(z0; s, t)x0\ < (f* d¿)\z - z0\

then gives that (vi) holds. The integral equation (vii) follows at once since A is

closed.

Finally, if z is in D(A) and x is in D(A2), then AW(z; ; t)x is of bounded

variation on each finite interval of S. If F is also, and if F satisfies F(s) = x +

(L)S*sdg(A + z)F(-) for each s > t, then

F(t) - W(z; t, t)x = 0

and

F(s) - W(z; s, t)x = 0 + (L)f* dgA(F(-) - W(z; ; t)x).

Theorem 3 gives that F(s) = W(z; s, t)x, and the proof is complete.

III. An application to closed operator equations. In special circumstances,

the results of the preceding section may be used to solve the operator equation

(*) Ay = z

fory.

In addition, now let S be an unbounded set of the nonnegative numbers

with 0 in S, and let g now be such that limf_>+00g(f) = -«>. Theorems 3 and 5

are now applied in Theorems 7 and 8 to give an iterative procedure to approxi-

mate solutions to (*).
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Lemma 6. Let B be a linear function from D(B) in X to X and letX>0

be such that (I - XB)~X exists, has domain all of X, and is continuous. If {xn)ñ=i

is a sequence in D(B) such that w-lim„_>00x„ = x and vv-lim„_*0oFx„ = y, then x

is in D(B) and Bx =y.

Proof. Let.y„ = Bxn and zn = xn - Xyn for each «. Then w-\imn^.cazn =

x - Xy; and, since continuous linear functions preserve weak limits,

(/ - XB)-X(x - Xy) = w-hm(/ - XByx(xn - Xy„) = x.

Hence, x is in D(B), and (/ - XB)~x(x - Xy) = x gives that x - Xy = x - \Bx.

Definition. An evolution system M is strongly (resp., weakly) asymptotic-

ally convergent if, and only if, lim,^ + „,M(t, 0)x (resp., w-limt_+„M(t, 0)x) ex-

ists for each x in X.

Theorem 7. Let A, g, and M be as in Theorem 3 so that M(s, t)x =

snf(/ - dgA )~xx for each x in X and for each of s and t in S with s> t.  If M

is strongly (resp., weakly) asymptotically convergent, and if Qx = Mit_+coM(t, 0)x

(resp., w-limf_>+„M(r, 0)x) for each x in X, then

(i) Q is a continuous projection ofX onto the null space of A,

(ii) \Q\ <l,and

(iii) the null space of Q is the closure of the range of A.

Proof. If x0 is in D(A ), then the fact that

ßx0-x0=   lim (L)f  dgM(;0)Axo

gives that QAx0 = 0. Also,

lim AM(s, 0)x0 = lim M(s, 0)Axu = 0   and    lim M(s, 0)x0 = Qx0,
S-* <x> S~* °° S~* °°

so -r4ßx0 = 0. Since A is closed, AQx = 0 for each x in X. That Ißl < 1 follows

from the fact that \M(t, 0)1 < 1 for each t > 0. Since

m

GUV- \A)-xx -Qx = 0,   QM(s, t) = M(s, t)Q = Q.
k=l

Hence, Q2 = Q.

Already, one has that if z is in the range of A, then Qz = 0. Since Q is

continuous, Qx = 0 for each x in the closure of the range of A. Since

M(t, 0)x - x = A ((L)S°tdgM(-, 0)x), Qx = 0 only in case x is in the closure of

the range of A.

The proof in case M is weakly asymptotically convergent uses Lemma 6 and

follows much the same lines.
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Theorem 8. Let A, g, and M be as in Theorem 3 and suppose that M(-, 0)

is strongly (resp., weakly) asymptotically convergent. If each of s and t is in S

with s> t, if each ofx and z is in X, and if W(z; s, t)x = sIIf(/ - dg(A + z))~xx

as in Theorem 5, then these are equivalent:

(i) z is in the range of A,

(ii) For each x in X, limf^.+00 W(z; t, 0)x (resp., w-lim/_>+00 W(z; t, 0)x)

exists and is a solution y of the equation Ay = - z.

(iü) There is an x in X and an increasing, unbounded sequence {tk)k=x in

S such that w-limfc_+0o W(z; tk, 0)x exists.

Proof. A proof is offered in case M is strongly asymptoticaUy convergent.

First, suppose that Au = z. Then

W(z; t, 0)x = M(t, 0)x + (R)J°dgM(t, -)Au

= M(t, 0)x+M(t, 0)u-u.

Hence, lim^^ W(z; t, 0)x = Qx + Qu - u and AQx + AQu - Au = -z. Since

A is linear, (i) implies (ii). That (ii) implies (iii) is clear.

FinaUy, suppose that (iii) holds so that w-lim^«, W(z; tk, 0)x = u. If x0 is

in D(A), then

" + Q(x0 -x) = w-lim W(z; tk, 0)x + Um M(tk, 0)(x„ -x)

= w-lim W(z; tk, 0)x0

and

w-lim^lrV(z; tk, 0)x0 = w-limAW(z; tk, 0)x„ -AM(tk, 0)x0

= w-lim A(R)f° dgM(tk, -)z
k-*oo Jtk

= w-lim M(tk, 0)z - z
k-*<*>

= Qz-z.

By Lemma 6, one has Au-Qz- z. Now

W(z; tk, 0)x = M(tk, 0)x + (R)f° dgM(tk, )z
'k

= M(tk, 0)x + (R)C dgM(tk, -)(-Au) + (R) /° dgM(tk, -)Qz
J 'k J *k

= M(tk, 0)x + u ~M(tk, 0)u + (R) f° dgQz.
Jtk
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Hence, Qz = 0; so Au = -z and (iii) implies (i).

In case M is weakly asymptotically convergent, virtually the same proof

gives the weak version of Theorem 8.

Remark. The original requirement that A be dissipative can be weakened

somewhat. In particular, suppose that A is a linear function from D(A) in X to

X such that D(A) is dense in X and that there is a number C such that if {Xfc}£Lj

is a sequence of positive numbers, then \Tlm=x(I - X^vl)-1I < C. It follows that

\exp(tA)\ < C for each t > 0. The norm, lxl2 = supf>0 lexp(f.4)xl, is equivalent

to the norm I • I on X, and Iexp(fc4)xl2 < lxl2. Hence, A is dissipative with re-

spect to I • l2. The previous hypothesis that l(/ - XA)~XI < 1 for each X > 0

can thus be weakened.

Another extension of the integral equation theory of §11 can be had. If j3

and X are numbers, one has the identity

(/ - X(A + ßl))-x = (1 - Xß)~x(I - X(l - Xß)-XA)-X

provided that X/3 == 1.  If £ is a nonincreasing function from 5 to F and if ß is

negative, then \¡j, defined by

m = jc°tdg(i-ßdgrl,

is nonincreasing.  If A is dissipative with respect to some norm equivalent to I • I,

then A + ßl is dissipative and Theorem 3 already guarantees the existence of

slV(I - dg(A + ßl))~x for s > t in 5.  The identity,

11(1 - dg(A + ßl))'1 = ( ri(l - flfe)"1) ( nV - d*ATl) .

furnishes better normed estimates in Theorems 3 and 5. The theory of §111 is

largely had already as a part of the Hille-Yosida Theorem.

Some passage of the theory of §§II and III to the operator A + ßl,ß> 0,

can also be had. One requires of the function g that there exist a number F

such that if s is in 5, then there exist ix and v in 5 such that v<s<u and

g(v) -g(u) <P. If ßP < 1, one has t/>(0 = /, dg(l - ßdg)~x is nonincreasing,

U(i - dg(A+ßi)rx = ( n d - ßdgyx) ( nV - ¿Mr1),

and the attendant integral equation theory holds. If, as in §111,

limi_,+0O ifl°(/ - dg(A + ßl))~xx exists (or if the weak limit exists) for each x

in X and is Qx, then the uniform boundedness theorem gives that Q is continu-

ous. Statements (i) and (iii) of Theorem 7 and the iteration description of Theo-

rem 8 follow with A replaced by A + ßl. Even if one has only that
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{\tTl°(I-dg(A + ßl))~x\: t > 0) is bounded, then the iteration theory of §111

can be developed for the operators A + yl, 0 < y < ß. Uy(t) = S°dg(l

-iß- i)dg)~x, then y is nonincreasing. Also, g(0) - g(t) < y(0) - y(t) so

lim^+aog(t) = -»o forces lim^+^XO = -°°.  Now

JjV - dy(A + yl))-x = ( ft (1 -(ß- y)dg)) JlV " dg(A + ßl))~x
S Xi 's

and the fact that lim^.,.» fn°(l -iß- y)dg) = 0 gives that

o
Um    u (f - dy(A + yl))~xx = 0   for each x in X.

t-*+» t
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